Kurt Beers, director of the London gallery Beers Contemporary, has volunteered to answer the question, scouting the most
promising artists in the field. His ambitious endeavor culminated with “100 Painters of Tomorrow,” a project encompassing
a book, that was launched at Christie’s London last night, and two collective exhibitions, which will open in New York on
November 7, and in London on November 28.
Beers sent out an international open call in January 2013, inviting painters from all over the world to submit their work for
consideration. He received a staggering 4,300 applications from 105 countries, which were then assessed by an international jury featuring key players of the art world—including painter Cecily Brown, ICA director Gregor Muir, art collector and
patron Valeria Napoleone, and art critic Barry Schwabsky.
“The open call process was demanding, but we really wanted to make sure we were covering the whole spectrum exhaustively, in terms of nationality, age, and style,” Beers told artnet News. “We encouraged applications from self-taught artists,
but also reached out to 50 of the best art schools from all over the world to ask them to refer their best students to us. The
only criteria we imposed were that the candidates had to be working primarily with paint, and that they could not be established painters. We were absolutely thrilled by the huge amount of good and imaginative work that we saw,” he explained.
The 100 painters that were finally selected hail from 37 countries, and they certainly offer a wide perspective on the state of
painting today, from geometric abstraction to cartoonish figuration and everything in between, including a more sculptural
approach to the discipline.
The finalists include a few better-known names with gallery representation, like Ryan Mosley, Tamara K.E., Cornelia Baltes,
and Tomory Dodge. But the majority are artists whose names are starting to make waves in different parts of the word, like
the Russian artist Yelena Popova, the Spanish Gorka Mohamed, the Mexican Julieta Aguinaco, and the Lithuanian Kristina
Alisauskaite.
“Being part of a project like this, which understands painting as something fresh and relevant, is hugely rewarding,” Mohamed told artnet News. “It validates your work and offers a phenomenal opportunity to showcase it. Next week, I will be
showing in New York for the first time as part of the collective exhibition, and the book is a great permanent record of my
work,” he said.
Painting—dead, resuscitated and now, seemingly, alive and kicking—has been the subject of much debate in the contemporary art world for years. The advent of new technologies, such as digital photography and animation, has put the historical medium in a complicated place, with many contemporary painters inhabiting creative positions that oscillate between
nostalgia, cynicism, and punkish buffoonery.
So, why is painting still relevant? artnet News asked Beers.
“We have been using painting to tell stories of time, place, and history for millennia, and we will continue to do so
for many years,” he replied. “Painting is unique; just as every painting is a unique thing. And its magic—unlike that of
photography—remains absolutely unchallenged.”

“Georgian Pavilion by Tamara K.E. & T. Gvetadze,” 2003
The Georgian Pavilion at the 50th Venice Biennale will be represented by Tamara K. E. and Thea Gvetadze. These
two young artists graduated from Dusseldorf Academy of Art and currently live and work in Germany. Their
installation, The Museum of Fundamental Archeology, is a bizarre composition of objects creating a system unto
itself - a galaxy. The installation consists of vertical rows of neon tubing enclosing the “world” inside. Through
the terrorizing neon light, one sees exuberantly colored aluminum tile grid floor. In the center stand two pedestals, which resemble memorial architectural columns. One of the pedestals holds a white plaster figure of Tyrannosaurus Rex. Here extinct history is fossilized as a toy, erected as a monument, and full of irony and sadness.
On the other pedestal there is a fragile, plain tomato-bush in a plastic container and it is the only living substance
in this systematically created environment. On the shiny, reflective aluminum squares there are double portrait paintings of MTV’s pop culture icon Tom Greene. Tom Greene is notorious for destroying common sense
myths and rules of society. Within this highly geometric and structured environment, these expressive portraits
break the matrix and highlight the contradiction within this created order. The shiny surface of aluminium tiling
reflects the faces of the visitors as they look at the portraits, placing their images next to the nervous paintings at
hand. The title “Museum of Fundamental Archeology” gives the entire installation its “legitimacy.” The system is
always-already within the museum and thus, the project (past) plunges into completion; Archeology is a systematic study of past human life and culture by the recovery and examination of remaining material evidence (Tyrannosaurus Rex) and fundamental is something that serves as an essential component of a system or structure.
Each word that the artists selected for the title emphasizes the structure and “scholarly” schema of the piece.
Paradoxically, seeing the juxtaposition of the floor paintings of Tom Greene by Tamara K. E. and Antonio Zanchi’s Last Judgement (1674) on the ceiling in Sala Tomaseo at Ateneo Veneto, which is one of the oldest cultural
and scientific institutions holding the history of Venetian art and culture, adds to the context of the installation. It is the third time that Georgia is present in the Venice Biennale as an independent country. In 1997 Gia
Edzgveradze’s much praised installation inaugurated the entry. Six years later it is Gia Edgveradze’s former
students - Tamara K. E. and Thea Gvetadze, presenting their project. Tamara K. E. had a recent solo exhibition at
Kunsthalle Göppingen and Thea Gvetadze within the last two years has shown at Museum Ostwall, Dortmund
and kunstverein in Ahlen, Germany.

Aus der Ausstellung der Galerie Voss: Tamara KE “Ohne Titel”, Öl auf

Leinwand, 48 mal 130 Zentimeter, aus dem Jahr 2006.

Prügelnde Pioniere im Niemandsland:
Tamara K. E.
Date: 01.27.07
By: Von Marianne Hoffmann
Der Charme ihrer Arbeiten besteht auch darin, dass das Bildmotiv
leicht zu erkennen ist. Doch wenn sich der aufmerksame Betrachter
in ihre Arbeiten eingesehen hat, beginnt er zu spüren, dass dieser
heimeligen Atmosphäre, diesem gewohnt wohligen Gefühl, eine
merkwürdige Unruhe beigemischt ist, die sich beim ersten naiven
Kontakt nicht gleich artikuliert. Diese Unruhe löst eine seltsame
Verwirrung aus. Hinter den schönen Farben, der freundlichen Landschaft steht etwas Unheimliches. Langsam begre ft man, dass durch
die Maskerade der scheinbaren Behaglichkeit etwas Verbotenes, Verborgenes an die Oberfläche strebt. Noch nie waren die Arbeiten der
georgischen Künstlerin Tamara K.E bei Voss in Düsseldorf (Mühlengasse 3) von solcher Finsternis. Es geht um Demütigung und Gewalt,
es geht darum, was uns Tag für Tag in der Welt der Medien begegnet.
Aus diesen Motiven wählt die Künstlerin aus, nimmt auf, modifiziert,
redigiert, verschiebt und kombiniert neu. Sie manipuliert und führt
den Betrachter dazu, sein Verhältnis zu Bildern zu überdenken. Was
uns in den Medien vielleicht auf den ersten Blick rasch und gefällig
daher kommt, birgt auf den zweiten Blick das pure Entsetzen.
Und hier, im Erkennen der Zeichen, deren Bestandteile Image und
Träger uns vertrauter medialer Sinnverbindungen sind, beginnen
neue Dankansätze. Man merkt, dass die Zeichen bei vollständig
erkennbarer Zeichenhaftigkeit selbst aus der Knechtschaft im Dienste
lieb gewordener Kontexte befreit wurden. Preise: 15 bis 35 000 Euro.
Noch bis zum 24. Februar zu sehen.

are double portrait paintings of MTVs pop culture icon
Tom Greene. Tom Greene is notorious for destroying common sense myths and rules of society. Within this highly
geometric and structured environment, these expressive
portraits break the matrix and highlight the contradiction
within this created order. The shiny surface of aluminium
tiling reflects the faces of the visitors as they look at the
portraits, placing their images next to the nervous paintings
at hand.

May 6th 2003
Georgian Pavilion at the 50th Venice Biennale, THE MUSEUM OF FUNDAMENTAL ARCHEOLOGY, Tamara K.E.
and Thea Gvetadze, Commissioner: Dr. Renata Wiehager,
Curator: Irena Popiashvili, Georgian Pavilion at the 50th
Venice Biennale, Ateneo Veneto – Sala Tomaseo, Campo
San Fantin 1897, San Marco 30124 Venice
We are pleased to announce that the Georgian Pavilion at
the 50th Venice Biennale will be represented by Tamara K.
E. and Thea Gvetadze. These two young artists graduated
from Dusseldorf Academy of Art and currently live and
work in Germany.
Their installation, The Museum of Fundamental Archeology, is a bizarre composition of objects creating a system
unto itself a galaxy. The installation consists of vertical rows
of neon tubing enclosing the world inside. Through the terrorizing neon light, one sees exuberantly colored aluminum
tile grid floor. In the center stand two pedestals, which resemble memorial architectural columns. One of the pedestals holds a white plaster figure of Tyrannosaurus Rex. Here
extinct history is fossilized as a toy, erected as a monument,
and full of irony and sadness. On the other pedestal there is
a fragile, plain tomato-bush in a plastic container and it is
the only living substance in this systematically created environment. On the shiny, reflective aluminum squares there

The title “Museum of Fundamental Archeology” gives
the entire installation its legitimacy. The system is alwaysalready within the museum and thus, the project (past)
plunges into completion; Archeology is a systematic study
of past human life and culture by the recovery and examination of remaining material evidence (Tyrannosaurus Rex)
and fundamental is something that serves as an essential
component of a system or structure. Each word that the
artists selected for the title emphasizes the structure and
scholarly schema of the piece. Paradoxically, seeing the juxtaposition of the floor paintings of Tom Greene by Tamara
K. E. and Antonio Zanchis Last Judgement (1674) on the
ceiling in Sala Tomaseo at Ateneo Veneto, which is one of
the oldest cultural and scientific institutions holding the
history of Venetian art and culture, adds to the context of
the installation.
It is the third time that Georgia is present in the Venice Biennale as an independent country. In 1997 Gia Edzgveradzes much praised installation inaugurated the entry. Six
years later it is Gia Edgveradzes former students – Tamara
K. E. and Thea Gvetadze, presenting their project. Tamara
K. E. had a recent solo exhibition at Kunsthalle Göppingen
and Thea Gvetadze within the last two years has shown at
Museum Ostwall, Dortmund and Kunstverein in Ahlen,
Germany.
For any further information please contact Irena Popiashvili
at Tel. +212 274-9166 , Fax +212 274-9829 or via e- mail:
info@SUITE106.com

